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QUESTION 1

Scenario: A NetScaler Engineer is configuring a new system with connected interfaces 10/1 - 10/4 and runs the
following commands: 

add ip 10.10.10.1 255.255.255.0 -type snip add vlan 10 bind vlan 10 -ifnum 10/1 On which interface(s) will subnet
10.10.10.1 respond to requests? 

A. Only interface 10/1 

B. Interfaces on VLAN 10 

C. Only interfaces on VLAN 1 

D. Interfaces 10/1 through 10/4 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which client header indicates support for the type of compression the NetScaler may use? 

A. Accept 

B. User-Agent 

C. Content-Type 

D. Accept-Encoding 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

When would it be necessary to configure Failover Interface Set (FIS) in an environment that has two NetScaler
appliances in high availability (HA) mode? 

A. Link redundancy is required. 

B. Route monitors are required. 

C. HA monitor is disabled in some interfaces. 

D. The NetScaler appliances are configured on different networks. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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As a result of connecting two NetScaler interfaces in the same L2 broadcast domain/VLAN (unless link aggregation is
configured), the NetScaler will __________. (Choose the correct option to complete the sentence.) 

A. restart 

B. disable one interface 

C. cause a network loop 

D. disable both interfaces 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

NSROOT is the only account configured with super user rights. 

In order to initiate the password recovery procedure, the engineer must __________. (Choose the correct option to
complete the sentence.) 

A. logon using SCP and modify ns.conf 

B. connect to the physical NetScaler device 

C. connect using SSH to the NetScaler device 

D. logon using nsrecover/nsroot and reallocate licenses 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

What type of protocol does AppFlow use for reporting? 

A. TCP 

B. UDP 

C. HTTP 

D. SSL_TCP 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Scenario: A network engineer deployed a new NetScaler MPX appliance on the network and all interfaces are
connected to the core switch. The network engineer notices the CPU utilization has become very high on the switch
since the NetScaler deployment. 

Which two actions could the engineer perform on the NetScaler to resolve this issue? (Choose two.) 
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A. Configure VMAC 

B. Utilize static routing 

C. Configure a channel 

D. Connect a single interface only 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 8

In order to create a three-node NetScaler cluster, all nodes must __________ and __________. (Choose the two
correct options to complete the sentence.) 

A. be physical appliances 

B. have Platinum licensing 

C. be using the same build 

D. be the same platform model 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 9

Scenario: An engineer is upgrading the NetScaler firmware from version 10.1 to 10.5 and has a high-availability (HA)
setup of two NetScaler MPX appliances. 

What is the best practice process to upgrade this HA pair? 

A. Upgrade the primary unit, test on the new build, and then upgrade the secondary unit. 

B. Disable the secondary unit, upgrade the primary, test the new build and then upgrade the other unit. 

C. Upgrade the secondary unit, do the failover, test on the new build, and then upgrade the primary unit. 

D. Upgrade and restart both units at the same time and test on the new build after they both are running. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

A NetScaler Engineer has created a new monitor using the following command: 

add lb monitor mon_inline HTTP-INLINE -respCode 200 302 401 -httpRequest "HEAD /" -interval 10 reverse YES
-secure YES 

This monitor adds an HTTP-INLINE monitor __________. (Choose the correct phrase to complete the sentence.) 
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A. whose success criteria is an HTTP response code of 200,302,401 

B. whose success criteria is any HTTP response code OTHER than 200,302,401 

C. that will probe the Service every 10 seconds over an SSL connection whose success criteria is an HTTP response
code of 200,302,401 

D. that will probe the Service every 10 seconds over an SSL connection whose success criteria is any HTTP response
code OTHER than 200,302,401 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

A network engineer wants to optimize a published load balanced SSL virtual server for WAN connection with long delay,
high bandwidth with minimal packet drops. 

What would the network engineer use to do this type of optimization for the SSL virtual server? 

A. SSL policy 

B. TCP profile 

C. Compression policy 

D. Priority queuing policy 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Scenario: The NetScaler is configured with a NSIP of 10.20.30.40. Management access is NOT enabled on any other IP
address. 

Which command should an engineer execute to prevent access to the NetScaler using HTTP and only allow HTTPS
access? 

A. set ns ip 10.20.30.40 -gui disabled -telnet disabled 

B. set ip 10.20.30.40 -gui secureonly -mgmtaccess enabled 

C. set ip 10.20.30.40 -mgmtaccess disabled -gui secureonly 

D. set ns ip 10.20.30.40 -gui enabled -restrictAccess enabled 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Which NetScaler feature would a NetScaler Engineer configure to allow users from a certain IP range to have access to
a special Web portal? 
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A. Load Balancing 

B. Content Filtering 

C. Global Server Load Balancing 

D. Content Switching 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

Scenario: A network engineer has configured a load balancing virtual server for an HTTP application. Due to the
application architecture, it is imperative that a user\\'s session remains on a single server during the session. The
session has an idle timeout of 60 minutes. Some devices are getting inconsistent application access while most are
working fine. The problematic devices all have tighter security controls in place. Which step should the engineer take to
resolve this issue? 

A. Set the cookie timeout to 60 minutes. 

B. Configure a backup persistence of SourceIP. 

C. Change the HTTP parameters to Cookie Version 1. 

D. Utilize SSL offload to enable the application to use SSL. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Scenario: A network engineer suspects that there is a duplex mismatch in the network configuration. The NSIP address
is 10.10.1.206. 

How can the administrator verify the configuration in this scenario? 

A. Run the \\'netstat -r\\' command. 

B. Run the show IP 10.10.1.206 command. 

C. Run the start nstrace -level 10 command. 

D. Check for the interface configuration in the GUI. 

Correct Answer: D 
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